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Testimony to the Senate Education, Health, & Environmental Affairs Committee 
SB 445: For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools - Instructional 

Spending – Requirements and SB 446: Institutions of Postsecondary Education –  

Disorderly School Closures 
Position: Favorable 

February 12, 2020 

 

The Honorable Paul Pinsky, Chair 
Senate Education, Health, & Environmental Affairs Committee 
2 West, Miller Senate Office Building 
Annapolis, MD 21401  
cc: Members, Education, Health, & Environmental Affairs Committee 

 

Chair Pinsky and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Whitney Barkley-Denney, and I am a senior policy counsel with the Center for Responsible 

Lending1. I am writing today to urge your support for SB 445: For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education 

and Private Career Schools – Instructional Spending – Requirements and SB 446: Institutions of 

Postsecondary Education – Disorderly School Closures.   

Center for Responsible Lending Urges Favorable Action on SB 445: For–Profit Institutions of 

Higher Education and Private Career Schools – Instructional Spending – Requirements 

In simple terms, SB 445 will require for-profit schools to spend at least fifty percent of their tuition 

revenue on instruction or reduce how much they charge students in tuition to meet the amount spent on 

instruction. 

Twenty-four Maryland for-profit schools spend less than fifty percent of tuition revenue on instruction. 

Despite taking the majority of their revenues from taxpayer dollars via federal loans, Pell Grants, and the 

GI Bill, for-profit schools generally spend less money on instructing students and more on marketing and 

recruitment of students. 2 

It is important to note that Maryland borrowers are not all equally impacted by for-profit colleges and 

their practices. For-profit colleges disproportionately recruit low-income borrowers, borrowers of color, 

and women.3 According to data from the federal Department of Education, 63% of for-profit college 

borrowers in Maryland are low-income, 62% are Black, and 66% are female.4 For many of those 

 
1 CRL is a nonprofit, nonpartisan research and policy organization which is dedicated to protecting homeownership 
and family assets by working to eliminate abusive financial practices. We strive to promise responsible lending and 
access to fair terms of credit for low-wealth families. Importantly, CRL is an affiliate of Self-Help Credit Union, 
which is the nation’s largest community development financial institution with a mission of helping underserved 
people and communities build wealth and assets. CRL is affiliated with Self Help Credit Union, a national 
community development financial institution that provides access to safe, affordable financial services to low-
income communities and borrowers. 
2 “For Profit Higher Education: The Failure to Safeguard the Federal Investment and Ensure Student Success,” 
Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee (2012) 
3 “Quicksand: Borrowers of Color and the Student Loan Crisis” Center for Responsible Lending (July 2019) 
4 “The State of For Profit Colleges” Center for Responsible Lending. Updated April 2019 



Marylanders the promise of a quick credential to improve their lives, as well as pride in being able to 

attend college, lead them to enroll in programs that, in actuality, fail to provide a marketable degree. 

When colleges put more money into their advertising budgets than ensuring student success, it is 

inevitable that their graduates will struggle to see return on the tens of thousands of dollars they have 

invested in their education.  

The twenty-four schools in Maryland who spend less than half of their revenues on student services are, 

unsurprisingly, no exception to this rule. On average, those twenty-four schools, who together spend only 

31% of their revenues on instruction, have student bodies that are 49% Black, 59% low income, and 70% 

female.  

Recent research has shown that college loan debt is actually widening the racial wealth gap. A Fall 2019 

paper from Brandeis University found that, while the median white borrower has paid off 94% of their 

student loans 20 years after graduation, the median black borrowers still owes 95% of their original loan 

debt. And while there are many reasons for this gap, including a history of discrimination in employment 

and education and persistent racial disparities in income5, we do know that entering a for-profit college is 

associated with a 10% higher rate of student loan default – even when all other factors are controlled for.6 

Across the country, states are stepping up to protect for-profit college borrowers from abuse. 

Massachusetts, Maine, and California have all worked in recent years to rein in the practices of these 

schools, with Maine passing an instructional spending bill just last year. Given the current administration 

within the Department of Education, it has fallen to states to insist that borrowers get what they are 

paying for – instruction – from for-profit colleges. It is especially important to ensure that higher 

education works for borrowers, given that the average borrower will be paying for their degrees long after 

they cross the graduation stage. 

This bill is not just about educational integrity and assuring the quality of institutions recruiting and 

teaching Maryland borrowers; it is about racial and economic justice. Therefore, the Center for 

Responsible urges you to move favorably on SB 445. 

Center for Responsible Lending Urges Favorable Action on SB 446: Institutions of Higher 

Education and Private Career Schools – Disorderly School Closures 

The Center for Responsible Lending also urges you to move favorably on SB 446.  

In the last five years, twenty colleges in Maryland have abruptly closed their doors. Seventeen were for-

profit schools, with total enrollments of nearly 7,000 students at the time they closed. Of course, those 

7,000 students are just a fraction of the Marylanders now left with debt from schools that are no longer in 

operation. 

Just as the students at the twenty-four schools that would be affected by SB 445 are disproportionately 

Black, low income, and female, so too are the students at schools that have closed in the last half decade. 

 
5 “Quicksand: Students of Color and the Student Debt Crisis” Center for Responsible Lending (July 2019) 

6 Scott-Clayton, Judith. “What accounts for gaps in student loan default, and what happens after” Brookings 

Institute (June 2018) 

 



Enrollment at those seventeen schools at the time of their closure was 68% low income, 74% female, and 

70% Black.  

A school closure leaves a wake a devastation in its path. Not only do students find themselves literally 

locked out of an education they believed would be their ticket to financial mobility and stability, they are 

also often left on the hook for loans they borrowed to pay for that education. For those students who 

attend for-profit colleges, an abrupt closure could be a personal and financial set back from which they 

never recover. 

Although Maryland cannot prohibit schools from abruptly closing, it can create incentives for schools to 

close in a way that is less harmful to students and is not an abrupt closure. Clear guidelines for how 

schools conduct closures are needed to protect students and ensure that schools cannot close in a 

disorderly way. SB 446 does just this by prohibiting a closing school from not properly notifying students 

of its closure and failing to obtain transfer agreements, to other schools and by preventing an institution 

from collecting student debt if the school closes without abiding by the requirements for orderly closure. 

Additionally, this bill would improve processes in current law that established the guaranty fund to 

reimburse students who attend closed schools by requiring MHEC to immediately refund all of the non-

federal loan money paid to the school by students enrolled at the time of the school’s closure, allowing 

private student loan borrowers and veterans attending school with the GI Bill to regain their financial 

footing.  

For all of these reasons, The Center for Responsible Lending urges a favorable vote on SB 446. 

 

Thank you, 

Whitney Barkley-Denney 

Center for Responsible Lending  
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL 445: 

For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools - Instructional 
Spending - Requirements 

TO:  Hon. Paul Pinsky, Chair, and Members of the Senate Education, Health, & Environmental Affairs 
Committee 

FROM: Christopher Dews, Policy Advocate  

DATE: February 12th, 2020 

The Job Opportunities Task Force (JOTF) is an independent, nonprofit organization that develops and 
advocates for policies and programs to increase the skills, job opportunities, and incomes of low-wage 
workers and job seekers in Maryland. JOTF supports Senate Bill 445 which will require for-profit schools 
to spend at least fifty percent of their tuition revenue on instruction or reduce how much they charge 
students in tuition to meet the amount spent on instruction.  

Education is vital to upward employment mobility in the State of Maryland. Wide swaths of diverse 
citizens attend college every year in the hopes that a degree will give them access to fulfilling, sustainable 
employment. Most fiscally advantageous positions require either a skilled trade or a degree to break into 
the industry. JOTF supports the drive for upward mobility but it is rapidly being uncovered that certain 
for-profit schools aren’t properly investing in their students.  

In Maryland, twenty-four for-profit schools spend less than fifty percent of tuition revenue on instruction. 
For-profit schools generally spend less on instruction and more on marketing and recruitment.  

School spending on instruction and student support plays an important role in students’ college 
completion and career success. Colleges and universities that spend more on instruction are investing in 
students’ success by providing them with more resources, quality advisors, and smaller class sizes.  

By requiring for-profit schools to spend at least fifty percent of tuition revenue on instruction, the state of 
Maryland is ensuring that students attending for-profit schools are receiving a high-quality education. 

We hope you take this opportunity to make sure that for-profit schools are investing in Maryland students. 
We urge you to move favorably on SB 445. 
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February 7, 2020 

 

 

The Honorable Paul Pinsky, Chair  

Senate Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs Committee 

Maryland General Assembly – Senate  

Legislative Services Building  

90 State Circle 

Annapolis, MD 221401 

 

RE: For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools - 

Instructional Spending - Requirements, SB445 [FAVORABLE] 

 

Dear Committee Members: 

As an organization that advocates for higher education policies that improve higher education 

outcomes and provide a better return on investment for students and taxpayers, we write in 

support of your efforts to require for-profit institutions and private career schools to spend an 

appropriate amount of tuition and fee revenue on instruction.  

 

A strong framework should judge institutions for the financial priorities they set and the choices 

they make in going beyond just admitting students but actually investing in their success.   

 

The bill, For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools - Instructional 

Spending – Requirements, introduced by Senators Pinsky, Elfreth, Ellis, Kagan, Lam, Sydnor, 

Washington, and Young will strengthen requirements to encourage institutions to focus their 

resources on supporting the direct instruction of students. Currently, 40% of students who start 

college don’t earn a degree and more than half owe more on their loans three years into 

repayment than when they left school. Many of these students attend for-profit institutions and 

certificate-granting programs where students consistently demonstrate the worst return on 

investment when it comes to setting their students up for success in the labor market. These 

outcomes are unacceptable and greater transparency on instructional spending will help 

consumers and taxpayers better hold institutions accountable for the financial priorities they set 

and the choices they make in going beyond just admitting students but actually investing in their 

success.   



 

 

 

Requiring for-profit institutions and private career schools to spend 50% or more on instruction 

sends a clear message that Maryland will no longer tolerate institutions who are not committed 

to providing students with adequate on-campus instructional supports. We fully support the 

effort to pass a strong instructional spending requirement in Maryland and look forward to its 

enactment which will take a major step towards protecting both students and taxpayers from 

institutions who are not committed to the instruction or success of their students.  

 

Signed, 

 

 Lanae Erickson     Tamara Hiler  

Senior Vice President, Social Politics & Policy  Director of Education  

Third Way       Third Way  
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SB 445 - For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools - Instructional Spending - 
Requirements 

Senate Committee Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs 
February 12th, 2020 

SUPPORT 
 
Chairman Pinsky, Vice-Chair and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony 
in support of Senate Bill 0445. This bill ensures that for-profit institutions of higher education and private career 
schools must spend at least 50% of their tuition revenue on instructional spending during the previous academic 
year. 
 
The CASH Campaign of Maryland promotes economic advancement for low-to-moderate income individuals and 
families in Baltimore and across Maryland. CASH accomplishes its mission through operating a portfolio of direct 
service programs, building organizational and field capacity, and leading policy and advocacy initiatives to 
strengthen family economic stability. CASH and its partners across the state achieve this by providing free tax 
preparation services through the IRS program ‘VITA’, offering free financial education and coaching, and 
engaging in policy research and advocacy.  
 
According to the Harvard Business Review, more jobs are requiring higher educational levels, particularly 4 year 
degrees, now than any other time. This is known as degree inflation.  This means that for people to obtain jobs 1

that are substantial enough to provide a living, they have to have more education after high school. Seeking 
forms of higher education can put excessive strain on the financial stability of students. However, people face 
limited job aspects if they do not have some sort of postsecondary education.  
 
For- profit colleges and private career schools are a factor in educating the population to ensure that they have 
the best job prospects. However, these schools do not spend a large amount of their revenue that they receive 
from tuition on instructional spending. This spending can include teachers, library services, curriculum 
development, technology, and other resources that benefit students while attending school. Institutions report 
their percent of instructional spending to the Integrated Postsecondary Educational Data System (IPEDS) Finance 
Survey. This shows that some universities spend under 15% of their tuition revenue for instructional expenses. 
This is a vast difference to public institutions that usually spend over 100% of their tuition revenue on 
instructional spending.  Students at all higher education institutions deserve to have the money they pay be 2

invested into their education. This way they can be confident that they are investing in the opportunity of 
upward mobility.  
 
SB 445 ensures that for-profit and private career schools are investing in the education that their students pay to 
receive. If an institution cannot invest at least 50% of the revenue they receive for tuition then they would not 
be able to enroll new students until they comply with the outlined procedures. This line of action will make 
certain that students are giving the education needed to succeed in the future job market.  
 

Therefore, we encourage you to return a favorable report on SB 445. 
  
 
 

1 Dismissed by Degrees (2017) 
2 National Center for Education Statistics (2020) 
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Testimony of Walden University on SB 445 – For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career 
Schools - Instructional Spending – Requirements 

Position: Oppose 
 

Walden University appreciates the opportunity to submit these written comments to raise concerns regarding SB 
445. While we support measures to increase accountability and ensure transparency to students in Maryland, any 
legislation should focus on positively affecting the broadest number of students in the state as possible. In this 
instance, we are particularly concerned that the legislation relies on inconsistent, incomplete, and outdated data 
to impose a standard that few, if any, institutions of higher education meet. 

Issues of Concern with the Legislation 
 
Defining and Categorizing ‘Instructional Spending’ 
 
To be eligible for federal financial aid funds (Title IV of the Higher Education Act), all institutions of higher 
education must submit data to the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).  

• Among the data institutions provide to IPEDS, the Finance survey collects and publishes expenses in 
several categories: Instruction, Research, Public service, Academic support, Student services, Institutional 
support, Auxiliary expenses, Net grant aid to students, and Hospital services. 

 As defined in IPEDS, the “Instruction” category includes expenditures for faculty compensation, neglecting to 
account for forms of spending increasingly relevant to the one-third of U.S. students enrolled in a distance 
education course. 

• The IPEDS categories and definition of “Instruction” predate the growth of distance education and do not 
represent many of the resources essential to student learning.  

• Most recently in 2017, IPEDS reported that over 33% of students enrolled in higher education took at 
least one online course the previous year.  

• While the IPEDS definition of “Instruction” centers around faculty compensation, the learning experience 
at distance education institutions includes other critical expenses, ranging from curriculum and course 
design to staff that support instruction to interactive learning resources.  

• While vital to student learning, these expenses are currently reported to IPEDS under several different 
categories within the Finance survey.  

The legislation requires a 50% “Instructional spending” threshold that would be difficult for many of the most 
prestigious institutions in the nation to achieve. According to IPEDS: 

• Harvard University spends 28% on Instruction  
• Johns Hopkins University spends 36% on Instruction 
• Princeton University spends 32% on Instruction  
• University of Maryland—Global Campus spends 26% on Instruction 
• University of Maryland—College Park spends 32% on Instruction 

Thus, the legislation sets a standard for “Instructional spending” that few institutions currently attain.  
• Indeed, University of Maryland—Global Campus, along with two nonprofit institutions—Southern New 

Hampshire University, Western Governors University—and for-profit Capella University, recently raised 
similar concerns about the inadequacy of the current definitions and categories in IPEDS to the U.S. 
Department of Education, which indicated in response that it is considering convening a Technical Review 
Panel to update the IPEDS categories. 

The legislation notes that “Instructional spending has the meaning stated in the federal [IPEDS].”  
• IPEDS has no definition or category called “Instructional spending,” so it remains unclear whether the 

legislation intends to use the IPEDS category, “Instruction.”  
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o The bill further specifies several expenditures not included in Instructional spending: admissions, 
advertising, recruiting, and other activities related to students not yet enrolled.  

• Unfortunately, IPEDS does not permit institutions to report such expenditures separately, instead relying 
on institutions at their own discretion to report expenses in any number of categories, eschewing reliable, 
standardized methods of data reporting, particularly in the categories of admissions, advertising, and 
recruiting.  

• IPEDS lacks a robust auditing process to verify data institutions submit to the Finance survey; thus, 
reliance on IPEDS data is unreasonable and unworkable.  

 
Timing of Implementation Fails to Provide Opportunity for Correction 
 
Because IPEDS data—and data in general—often lags more than a year, as institutions must report verifiable, 
audited data, the implementation timeline provided in the legislation is problematic.  

• The bill calls for the Maryland Higher Education Commission (MHEC) to adopt regulations by January 1, 
2021, followed by a new requirement that institutions demonstrate 50% expenditure of tuition revenue 
on “Instructional spending” by July 1, 2022.  

• Unfortunately, available data at that point may derive from FY 2020, depending on the timing of data 
audits ahead of IPEDS submission.  

• Given that FY 2020 is already underway, this amounts to a retroactive requirement.  
• Because institutions deserve a chance to comply with these new requirements, the effective data for 

institutional compliance would need to be no sooner than July 1, 2023. 
 
If the Committee, nevertheless, prefers to proceed with the existing definitional framework for “instructional 
spending,” we urge consideration for starting with a simple reporting requirement.  

• Given longstanding concerns about the myriad ways to classify institutional spending, a straight reporting 
requirement could provide for institutions to submit spending figures for admissions, advertising, 
recruitment, teaching faculty, course and curriculum design, support instruction, (online) library tutorial, 
and interactive learning resources.  

o These expenses currently fall under several different categories on IPEDS but are all key to 
student learning. 

 
Background on Walden University 
 
Walden University (“Walden”) is an entirely online university, based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, serving more 
than 48,000 online students in the U.S., including approximately 3,100 students and 6,900 alumni in Maryland. 
Celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2020, Walden was founded to support working professionals in achieving their 
academic goals and making a greater impact in their professions and communities. With more than 85% of its 
students enrolled at the master’s and doctoral degree levels, the university offers programs in education, 
counseling, management, psychology, public health, social work and human services, nursing, public 
administration, public policy, and technology.  
 
The university offers more than 80 degree programs with over 350 specializations and concentrations. Walden is 
regionally accredited by the Higher Learning Commission (“HLC”), as well as by several specialized accrediting 
agencies. Walden includes four colleges of study with an emphasis on programs in nursing and health sciences, 
education, psychology, counseling and social work, public policy and administration, and management and 
technology. 
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Walden’s student population is 49% minority and 76% female and has an average age of 40. Walden is proud to 
rank No. 1 for conferring graduate degrees to African American students and all minority students combined, 
according to Diverse: Issues in Higher Education’s 2019 Top 100 Producers of Minority Graduate Degrees. 
Walden’s Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) ranks No. 1 in Nursing graduates in the U.S.1 Walden University is a 
Certified B Corporation®, which signifies that a company has met standards of social and environmental impact, 
accountability, and transparency assessed against the proprietary criteria established by B Lab®, an independent 
nonprofit organization. Walden employs 3,773 faculty and administrative staff, including over 300 in Maryland. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Given the above concerns, a delay of this legislation until further study in the Interim is wise in order to ensure:  
(1) Maryland understands and evaluates the utility of available data in order to fairly and accurately apply findings 
from reported data; (2) to allow for the U.S. Department of Education to convene a Technical Review Panel to 
update the IPEDS definitions and categories to more appropriately reflect today’s learning environment. Absent a 
delay, the Committee should ensure that the implementation timeline avoids the imposition of a retroactive 
corrective action plan—or to first establish a reporting requirement that provides Maryland an opportunity to 
assess the role of various expenditure categories in the distance education setting. 

 
1 Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) IPEDS database. Retrieved using the 51.38 CIP code group 
(Registered Nursing, Nursing Administration, Nursing Research and Clinical Nursing). Includes 2017-18 preliminary data. 
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Testimony of Cory Hughes 

President of Lincoln College of Technology 

to the 

Maryland Senate Education, Health and Environmental Affairs Committee 

February 12, 2020 

 

Good afternoon, my name is Cory Hughes and I am the president of Lincoln College of 

Technology in Columbia.  I have come before this committee to speak in opposition to Senate Bill 

445 as there would be no possible way for our institution to operate if this legislation was enacted 

into law after 60 years of existence in Maryland.  

First, let me say that Lincoln Tech has been a great partner to 1000’s of businesses in 

Maryland by providing well-educated employees in the automotive, HVAC, electrical and culinary 

and baking fields since 1961 when we opened our first campus in Baltimore. We currently enroll 

484 students and employ 82 faculty and staff. Our graduate placement rates have been 

consistently 80 percent or greater and over 90 percent of our student body comes from the State of 

Maryland and continue to reside in Maryland even after graduation.  It should also be noted that 

Lincoln Tech has the largest number of graduates in automotive and HVAC programs in the entire 

state.  Further, our HVAC program had almost 77 percent of all graduates in the state in 2018 

according to the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics.    

Unfortunately, as we stated two weeks ago before this committee on a different piece of 

legislation, this measure does not provide Maryland residents with any protections and most likely 

will cause precipitous closures.  In fact, the Fiscal Notes on this bill concur with our thoughts by 

stating its impact could be significant.      

Frankly, we are not sure how the 50 percent threshold was established.  Nor have we been 

able to find any research that documents a correlation between the 50 percent instructional 



expenditure benchmark and successful outcomes.  Further, after doing research through the U.S. 

Department of Education’s National Center for Educational Statistics, we found that over 80 

percent of the colleges in the state would fail this benchmark.  That includes institutions such as 

the Naval Academy, University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins.   We have attached a formal list 

of those schools that fell below the 50 percent instructional expenditure.  That being said, if Johns 

Hopkins fails this measure, then why is the legislature forcing Lincoln Tech to meet this threshold.   

As we have always indicated, the measure of an institution should be with its outcomes.  

We believe that graduation, retention and graduate placement benchmarks should be included in 

any legislation to expose any underperforming schools that are not serving their student body.    

We do not know what the appropriate percentage is for instruction spending.  I know that 

Lincoln  allocates a tremendous amount of resources on an annual basis in order to properly operate 

our school.  As a school that offers programs in culinary, welding, automotive, HVAC and 

electrical, our consumable expenditures is tremendous amount of our budget.  In our last IPEDS 

finance survey submitted to the U.S. Department of Education, we noted that our expenditures 

were over $2.5 million.  I also know that in 2019, we spent approximately $1 million to initiate a 

new welding program even before ONE student enrolled and classes started.   

This type of support should be expected of a school like Lincoln and we have several 

outside sources that validate our finances are used in an appropriate manner.  First, we have our 

advisory boards for each program meet twice per year to go over every facet of the program from 

equipment purchasing to curriculum content.  Second, we have our national or program accreditors 

evaluate our campus based on their stringent standards.  Lastly, our faculty members have been 

practitioners in their field and bring this expertise into the classroom on a daily basis.  When our 

faculty and staff meet, I personally am involved with discussions on new pieces of equipment or 



additional consumables needed to support instruction.  We feel as though those three separate and 

distinct assessments and evaluations, along with our outcomes in graduate placement, retention 

and graduation, are appropriate measures of our accountability.     

Even the sanctions presented in the bill by themselves would force our campus to shutter 

its doors after 60 years.  The charges we would be allowed to use for students if we failed to 

comply with this bill would never be enough revenue for the college to survive its current 

expenditures.  Further, with 90 percent of our students coming from the state of Maryland, we 

would be providing refunds to all of our student body and thus forcing us to close our doors.    

What we find to be frustrating is the inconsistent message we hear from legislators that 

visit our campus and the communication, in the form of legislation, coming out of Annapolis. 

When legislators come to our campus, they marvel at what our students accomplish and their 

outcomes.  We hear comments that Lincoln is one of the good schools and legislation is not meant 

for Lincoln, but the bad actors.  Yet there is no distinction between ITT and Brightwood, who 

conducted themselves immorally, and Lincoln, who has been in the state for 60 years serving 

Maryland residents.  This bill and its contents put Lincoln in the same basket as Brightwood, ITT 

and Corinthian and further pushes it to close its doors without any true rationale.      

 Last spring, Lincoln Tech sponsored a Skills Gap Summit to discuss solutions to the gap 

between open positions and qualified applicants in fields such as automotive, HVAC, and 

electrical.  In attendance were Delegates Hill, Terrasa, and Feldmark, as well as Senator Lam.  

These legislators heard the employers speak of their inability to find qualified employees in order 

to grow, and sustain, their businesses.  In fact, each of these fields has a projected job growth of at 

least six percent annually in Maryland. This bill, if passed, would have an immediate negative 



impact on these Maryland businesses if Lincoln were forced to close as we provided 282 graduates 

in automotive, electrical and HVAC solely in 2018 to businesses in Maryland.   

  Lastly, as stated earlier it seems as though this legislation is punishing current institutions 

for the misdeeds of Corinthian, ITT Tech and Brightwood College.  Our college has been operating 

in the state for 60 years and would like to continue to operate another 60 years.  We have not 

deviated from our original mission to train students in career fields since we opened in Baltimore 

in January 1961.  That being said, we hope that you will oppose this legislation as written or amend 

the bill to include accountability measures as noted earlier.   

Thank you again for allowing me to testify before this committee. I am available to take 

any questions.  
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Maple Springs Baptist Bible College and Seminary 14% Women's Institute of Torah Seminary 28% Wor-Wic Community College 35% Blades School of Hair Design 39%

Faith Theological Seminary 15% Harford Community College 30% Johns Hopkins University 35% Prince George's Community College 40%

Strayer University-Maryland 16% Yeshiva College of the Nations Capital 31% Chesapeake College 35% Bowie State University 41%

Cortiva Institute-Baltimore 19% Columbia Institute 31% McDaniel College 36% Stevenson University 41%

University of Maryland  Baltimore 20% Washington Adventist University 31% Salisbury University 36% North American Trade Schools 41%

Ner Israel Rabbinical College 22% Omega Studios' School of Applied Recording Arts & Sciences 31% All-State Career-Baltimore 36% Hagerstown Community College 41%

Capitol Technology University 23% Fortis Institute-Towson 31% Goucher College 36% Maryland Institute College of Art 41%

University of Maryland-University College 26% University of Maryland-Baltimore County 32% Cecil College 37% Baltimore City Community College 42%

University of Phoenix-Maryland 26% Aspen Beauty Academy of Laurel 32% Frostburg State University 37% Notre Dame of Maryland University 43%

The Temple-A Paul Mitchell Partner School 26% Washington College 33% Holistic Massage Training Institute 38% Carroll Community College 43%

Morgan State University 26% Towson University 33% St. Mary's College of Maryland 38% Fortis College-Landover 45%

The Temple Annapolis-A Paul Mitchell Partner School 27% Montgomery College 33% Maryland University of Integrative Health 38% Maryland Beauty Academy of Essex 46%

Lincoln College of Technology-Columbia 27% Garrett College 33% United States Naval Academy 38% Frederick School of Cosmetology 46%

University of Maryland-College Park 27% Loyola University Maryland 33% Allegany College of Maryland 38% Anne Arundel Community College 48%

Coppin State University 27% Finger Lakes School of Massage 33% University of Maryland Eastern Shore 38% College of Southern Maryland 34%

Mount St. Mary's University 28% St. John's College 34% Hood College 38% University of Baltimore 39%

MD Institutions NOT Meeting 50 Percent Expenditures
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Maryland General Assembly Members: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to allow PAPSA’s Maryland Chapter to comment on Senate Bill 445. 

PAPSA (www.papsa.org) represents over 100 technical colleges and career schools in several states and 

we advocate for quality career and technical education. Although originated in Pennsylvania, we are 

currently working with several Maryland-based institutions of higher education and are in the process of 

establishing a Maryland Chapter of the association. It is also relevant to state for the purposes of the 

legislation being considered today that our member schools include both “for-profit” and “non-profit” 

career and technical institutions.  

 

Senate Bill 445 

This legislation requires at least 50% of revenue at a for-profit institution or private career school to be 

spent on instruction. Although a well-intended proposal and certainly driving as much revenue as 

possible to instruction should be a goal of many institutions, but the economics of running a quality 

school make this policy goal difficult to quantify and very difficult to reach under the thresholds of this 

bill. There are several significant concerns that need considered while considering this legislation.  

 

First, the definition of “instruction” in the bill would use the federal “Integrated Postsecondary 

Education Data System’s” (IPEDS) definition for instructional spending. It is unclear under this definition 

how some specific expenditures that are helpful to students and necessary in the operation of a quality 

school would be counted. Here is a copy of the IPEDS’s definition of instruction;  

 

“A functional expense category that includes expenses of the colleges, schools, departments, and other 

instructional divisions of the institution and expenses for departmental research and public service that 

are not separately budgeted. Includes general academic instruction, occupational and vocational 

instruction, community education, preparatory and adult basic education, and regular, special, and 

extension sessions. Also includes expenses for both credit and non-credit activities. Excludes expenses for 

academic administration where the primary function is administration (e.g., academic deans). 

Information technology expenses related to instructional activities if the institution separately budgets 

and expenses information technology resources are included (otherwise these expenses are included in 

academic support). Institutions include actual or allocated costs for operation and maintenance of plant, 

interest, and depreciation.” 

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2020RS/bills/sb/sb0445F.pdf
http://www.papsa.org/
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2020RS/bills/sb/sb0445F.pdf


Under this definition, some instructional costs are left to interpretation, but here are some examples 

(Not a full list) of costs that we believe “may” or “may not be” considered instructional costs, depending 

on the interpretation the Maryland Higher Education Commission (MHEC) and schools would take:   

- Faculty and instructor salaries and wages 
- Faculty and instructor benefits packages 
- Professional development and faculty training  
- Curriculum development  
- Textbook and e-learning platforms 
- Equipment purchase and maintenance 
- Library and learning resource centers  
- Computer labs and other IT costs 

New program development and research costs 
- Special accommodations for students with disabilities  
- Industry and educational professional membership memberships 
- Resume and interview preparation 

 
 
However, beyond this list of potential costs that could be interpreted to be “instructional” under the 
IPEDS definition, there are many dozens of other costs that a high-quality school must incur to provide 
the full student educational experience. PAPSA asked some of its member institutions to provide some 
examples of non-instructional costs. Although we received over a hundred different examples, here is 
our best effort to consolidate the list. Although each school’s costs for each expense may vary, it should 
be clear from this list that any school’s sum of these expenses adds up to likely over 50% of their 
revenue (which would mean they fail Senate Bill 445). These examples are listed in no specific order.  
 

- Federal, state, local and real estate taxes 
- Career service office 
- Financial aid office 
- Compliance office/staff 
- Legal services  
- Administrative staff 
- Building and land purchase or mortgage and/or lease costs 
- Internet and WiFi 
- Accounting/auditing 
- Student record storage, maintenance and retrieval costs 
- Campus security (Security staff, student and employee IDs, video surveillance, etc…) 
- Telecommunications 
- Other general utilities (heat, AC, electric, water, etc..., which can be high for technical programs) 
- Trash, recycling, materials and equipment disposal  
- Accreditation costs (Both institutional accreditation and programmatic accreditation) 
- State licensing costs and fees 
- Career fair and other special event costs 
- Program advisory board meeting costs 
- Insurance costs 
- Advertising and marketing costs  
- Providing student activities  
- Building maintenance and janitorial services 

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2020RS/bills/sb/sb0445F.pdf


- Employee assistance programs  
- 3rd party Student Assistance programs (personal counseling, drug & alcohol treatment, etc…)  
- Student housing assistance   
- Graduation and commencement ceremony costs  
- Travel costs for meetings, training, student events, etc. 
- Default management staff and/or 3rd party financial aid servicer 
- Lawncare, parking lot maintenance, snow removal services, etc… 
- Postage and shipping costs 

 
 

This legislation only applies to for-profit institutions and private career schools, which typically are 

shorter term technical training programs and it is likely many high-quality career and technical 

institutions with great student outcomes and important to Maryland communities and employers could 

not meet the thresholds in this bill. It is important to note though if this same legislation was applied to 

public and non-profit colleges and universities that have many of the same costs listed above, plus 

additional costs that many career and technical programs do not always have (significant athletic 

programs, residency halls, larger campuses and buildings, etc…), it is likely they would have the same 

difficulty passing the thresholds of this bill.  

 

It is very expensive to run any school with many different costs that may not be part of direct 

instruction. Driving as much resources to instruction should be a goal of every institution, but it is very 

difficult to quantify and the thresholds in this bill would be very difficult to achieve by any school – 

regardless of tax status. 

 

Thank you again for providing the opportunity to comment on this bill. 

 

Aaron Shenck 

PAPSA, Executive Director 

aaron@papsa.org 

717-599-8098 

 

mailto:aaron@papsa.org
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Bill Number:  Senate Bill 445   Position:  Letter of Information  

Title:  For-Profit Institutions of Higher Education and Private Career Schools – Instructional Spending - 

Requirements 

Committee:  Senate Education, Health and Environmental Affairs Committee 

Hearing Date: February 12, 2020 

 

Bill Summary:    

 

Senate Bill 445 requires certain for–profit institutions of higher education and private career schools to 

report certain information on revenues and spending to the Maryland Higher Education Commission on or 

before June 30 each year.  It requires that, on or after July 1, 2022, and each July 1 thereafter, in order to 

maintain approval to operate in the State and enroll certain students, the institutions and schools must 

submit a certain plan and provide certain refunds under certain circumstances. 

 

Information: 

 

Senate Bill 445 provides two terms (“Instructional Spending” and “Tuition and Fees”) for which the 

definition refers to the Federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).  Both terms do 

not currently exist in IPEDS.  Further information on each is provided below.  A searchable glossary of 

terms used by IPEDS can be found here: https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/VisGlossaryAll.aspx. 

Additionally, not all institutions (e.g., private career schools) provide data to IPEDS. 

 

Instructional Spending 

 

The Federal Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) does not have a definition for 

“Instructional spending”; this is not a standard term used by IPEDS for describing institutional expenses.  

Instead, “Instruction” is one category of expense within “Expense by Functional Classification.” In 

addition to instruction, other categories are research, public service, academic support, student services, 

institutional support, auxiliary enterprises, and net grant aid to students (net tuition and fee allowances). 

 

IPEDS defines “instruction” as:  

A functional expense category that includes expenses of the colleges, schools, departments, and 

other instructional divisions of the institution and expenses for departmental research and public 

service that are not separately budgeted. Includes general academic instruction, occupational and 

vocational instruction, community education, preparatory and adult basic education, and regular, 

special, and extension sessions. Also includes expenses for both credit and non-credit activities. 

Excludes expenses for academic administration where the primary function is administration 

(e.g., academic deans). Information technology expenses related to instructional activities if the 

institution separately budgets and expenses information technology resources are included 

(otherwise these expenses are included in academic support). Institutions include actual or 

allocated costs for operation and maintenance of plant, interest, and depreciation. 

 

Tuition and Fees 

 

There are two issues of concern regarding the tuition and fees reference in the bill. First, IPEDS has one 

http://www.mhec.maryland.gov/
https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/VisGlossaryAll.aspx
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definition for “tuition and fees” and separate definitions for “tuition” and “fees”. One term is used to 

convey the charges students may pay in a given academic year.  

 

“tuition and fees (published charges)”: The amount of tuition and required fees covering a full 

academic year most frequently charged to students. These values represent what a typical student would 

be charged and may not be the same for all students at an institution. If tuition is charged on a per-credit-

hour basis, the average full-time credit hour load for an entire academic year is used to estimate average 

tuition. Required fees include all fixed sum charges that are required of such a large proportion of all 

students that the student who does not pay the charges is an exception. 

“tuition”: “the amount of money charged to students for instructional services. Tuition may be charged 

per term, per course, or per credit.”  

Required fees: “Fixed sum charged to students for items not covered by tuition and required of such a 

large proportion of all students that the student who does not pay the charge is an exception.”  

 

In addition to a number of applicable definitions, these data elements are reported by IPEDS in manner 

not very useable for the bill’s intent.  They are used for institution-level reporting, such as the College 

Scorecard, and would not be aggregated accurately into a total “tuition revenue” figure to be used as the 

legislation posits. 

 

There is also a revenue category in IPEDS that institutions report in the IPEDS finance component each 

year. The purpose of the IPEDS Finance component is to collect basic financial information from items 

associated with the institution's General Purpose Financial Statements (GPFS). Item areas include 

Scholarships and Fellowships, Revenues and Other Additions, Expenses and Other Deductions, and 

Census Information. 

 

Within Revenues and Other Additions, there is an operating revenue category entitled “Tuition and fees, 

after deducting discounts and allowances.”  This is defined as “revenues received from students for 

education purposes. [It] Includes revenues for tuition and fees net of discounts & allowances from 

institutional or governmental scholarships, waivers, etc. (…gross revenues minus discounts and 

allowances), …those tuition and fees that are remitted to the state as an offset to state appropriations. 

(Charges for room, board, and other services rendered by auxiliary enterprises are not reported.” These 

data are perhaps more in line with the intention of the legislation; the challenge is that these data reported 

as a lump figure of “tuition and fees”, and neither tuition nor fees can be extracted separately from the 

figure.  

 

Scope of using IPEDS Data 

 

IPEDS data does not report for the majority of private career schools operating in the state. Therefore, 

another means of collecting these expenditure and revenue data from the non-IPEDS institutions would 

need to be identified. 

 

For further information contact Dr. Emily Dow, Assistant Secretary, Academic Affairs, 410-767-3041.  

http://www.mhec.maryland.gov/

